CBK Level C 2018

Week 4: Passport to Paradise; Friday Dress Up: Tropical Wear

Monday 2-Jul  
8:30 Welcome to Camp Amphitheater (AMP)  
9:00 AM Circle (AL)  
9:15 AM Circle (AL)  
9:30 Non-Equipment Games (AL)  
9:45 Art (BA)  
10:00 Name Games (AL)  
10:15 Art (BA)  
10:30 Lunch (AL)  
10:45 Change/Sunscreen/ Snack (AL)  
11:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:15 Non-Equipment Games (AL)  
11:30 Tag Games & Relay Races (ML)  
11:45 Lunch (AL)  
12:00 Change for Swim  
12:15 Rec Swim: Family Pool  
12:30 Change/Sunscreen/ Snack (AL)  
12:45 Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:00 Rec Swim: Family Pool  
1:15 Change/Sunscreen/ Snack (AL)  
1:30 Rec Swim: Family Pool  
1:45 Change/Sunscreen/ Snack (AL)  
2:00 Rec Swim: Family Pool  
2:15 Change/Sunscreen/ Snack (AL)  
2:30 Rec Swim: Family Pool  
2:45 Change/Sunscreen/ Snack (AL)  
3:00 Rec Swim: Family Pool  
3:15 Change/Sunscreen/ Snack (AL)  
3:30 Rec Swim: Family Pool  
3:45 Change/Sunscreen/ Snack (AL)  
4:00 Transition to Check-out  
4:15 Check-Out

Tuesday 3-Jul  
8:30 Welcome to Camp Amphitheater (AMP)  
9:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
9:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
9:30 Art (Mesa B)  
9:45 Art (Mesa B)  
10:00 Art (BA)  
10:15 Snack & Sunscreen (AL)  
10:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
10:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
4:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
4:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
4:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  

Wednesday 4-Jul  
8:30 Welcome to Camp Amphitheater (AMP)  
9:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
9:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
9:30 Art (Mesa B)  
9:45 Art (Mesa B)  
10:00 Art (BA)  
10:15 Snack & Sunscreen (AL)  
10:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
10:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
4:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
4:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
4:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  

Thursday 5-Jul  
8:30 Welcome to Camp Amphitheater (AMP)  
9:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
9:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
9:30 Art (Mesa B)  
9:45 Art (Mesa B)  
10:00 Art (BA)  
10:15 Snack & Sunscreen (AL)  
10:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
10:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
4:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
4:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
4:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  

Friday 6-Jul  
8:30 Welcome to Camp Amphitheater (AMP)  
9:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
9:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
9:30 Art (Mesa B)  
9:45 Art (Mesa B)  
10:00 Art (BA)  
10:15 Snack & Sunscreen (AL)  
10:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
10:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
11:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
12:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
1:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
2:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
3:45 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
4:00 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
4:15 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  
4:30 AM Circle, Name Games & Practice Cheer (AL)  

Check-Out

July 4th Holiday (NO CAMP)